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Abstract
Objective—To examine whether social deprivation has any independent effect on emergency cardiac hospitalisations in patients with chronic heart failure (CHF).

Design—Cohort study of 478 patients with CHF who had been hospitalised before 1993 and who were followed up during 1993 and 1994.

Setting—Emergency admissions within Tayside acute hospitals.

Patients—478 CHF patients who had a previous myocardial infarction, a previous CHF admission, and were on diuretic treatment.

Main outcome measures—Emergency hospital admissions are divided into those for all causes and those for cardiac causes only.

Results—Social deprivation was significantly associated with an increase in the number of cardiac hospitalisations (p = 0.007). This effect was mainly caused by increasing the proportion of patients hospitalised in each deprivation category (26% in deprivation category 1–2 versus 40% in deprivation category 5–6, p = 0.03). This effect of deprivation was independent of disease severity, as judged by the dose of prescribed diuretic, the death rate, and the duration of each hospital stay. Non-adherence with diuretic treatment could not account for these findings either.

Conclusions—Social deprivation increases the chance of a CHF patient being rehospitalised independently of disease severity. Possible explanations are that doctors who look after socially deprived patients have a lower threshold for cardiac hospitalisation of their patients, or that social deprivation alters the way a CHF patient accesses medical care during decompensation. Understanding how social deprivation influences both doctor and patient behaviour in the prehospital phase is now crucial in order to reduce the amplifying effect that social deprivation appears to have on cardiac hospitalisations.
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December 1994, inclusive. The study was performed over a specified period so that diuretic adherence could be calculated for a time period which corresponded with the hospitalisation data. Emergency admissions were recorded for all causes and for cardiac causes as described below.

ASSIGNING DEPRIVATION CATEGORIES
A Carstairs score was assigned to each person via postcodes using the record linkage database. Deprivation scores from 1–7 are assigned to postcode sectors as described by McLoone.5 Areas defined as deprivation category 1 are the most affluent areas, and those defined as deprivation category 7 are the most deprived areas.

CALCULATING DIURETIC ADHERENCE OVER THE STUDY PERIOD
Our general methodology for measuring adherence to treatment has been described before.7 The number of days when medication was available to each individual was calculated and became the numerator for diuretic adherence. The length of time over which each patient’s adherence was assessed was determined by subtracting the date that the first prescription was issued in the study period from the date of the last prescription in the study period or the date of death, whichever is the earlier; hence the denominator takes into account death before the end of the study. To prevent an underestimate of drug adherence, the total number of days in hospital during the study period was subtracted from the denominator. Diuretic adherence was then expressed as the percentage of time within the study when the individual had diuretic drugs available at their home.

STATISTICAL METHODS
Hospitalisation data were obtained from the standardised morbidity record 1 (SMR1) which gives the date of admission, the type of admission (emergency or not), and the primary reason for admission according to the ICD-9 code. The ICD-9 codes used to define a cardiac admission were 410, 411, 413, 414.0, 414.1, 414.8, 414.9, 425, 427, 428.0, 428.1, 428.9, 429.1, 429.2, 429.3, 429.4, 429.5, 429.6, 429.8, and 429.9. Each record of the SMR1 is based on a finished consultant episode and so is not the same as the one continuous stay in hospital. If a patient is transferred to another consultant within the same period of stay in hospital this is counted as another episode.

Diuretic dose—a measure of severity—was obtained and categorised as ≤ 39 mg frusemide equivalent, 40–79 mg, 80–119 mg, 120–159 mg, or ≥ 160 mg. Adherence with diuretic treatment was defined as above and for the purposes of presentation was split into the categories ≤ 79%, 80–124%, and > 124%. The number and proportion of subjects who had the two outcomes were tabulated by diuretic category and compliance category. The number and proportion of subjects who had an emergency cardiac admission or any emergency admission were tabulated by deprivation category. Deprivation was measured by the Carstairs deprivation code which has values from 1 (affluent) to 7 (most deprived).7 In this study there were no subjects in deprivation category 7. For the purposes of tabulation categories 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6 were combined into three categories, while for regression analysis all deprivation categories were used to increase power. Tests for trends in proportions were carried out using the Cochran-Armitage test. In addition, the number of admissions per person were calculated and regressed on deprivation score to test for trends across deprivation categories. A logarithmic transformation of the number of admissions was used in this regression analysis.

Cox’s proportional hazards model was used to assess trends in deprivation in relation to the time to the first emergency admission (cardiac and any admission). In this way those who died over the two year follow up would be censored at time of death. These analyses were adjusted for age, sex, diuretic category, and compliance category. Results are expressed as risk ratios with 95% confidence intervals (CI). All analyses were carried out using SAS, version 6.12.

Results
The cohort comprised 478 CHF patients (52% male); ages ranged from 46–90 years with 80% > 65 years old. Patients were distributed across deprivation categories 1–6 but no patient was in category 7. However, a deprivation category could not be assigned in 16 patients.

Tables 1 and 2 show that deprivation was significantly associated with an increased likelihood of a patient having a cardiac hospitalisation, but it had no significant effect on the likelihood of a patient being hospitalised for any cause. This was despite there being no association between deprivation and the death rate, the prescribed dose of diuretics, the adherence of the patient to that dose of diuretic, or to the duration of hospital stay (table 1). Therefore, social deprivation was specifically associated with cardiac hospitalisations and this is unlikely to be attributable to disease severity as judged by death rates, the dose of prescribed diuretic, or the length of stay in hospital.

After we found that social deprivation was associated with a significantly greater absolute number of cardiac hospitalisations, we then examined whether the increased number of hospitalisations in the socially deprived was caused by a higher proportion of those patients being admitted or whether it was caused by more frequent hospitalisations in the same proportion of patients. Table 1 shows that both are associated with an increase although it is only in the former that the increase is significant. Interestingly, the opposite pattern was seen for total emergency admissions—that is, as far as emergency admissions for all causes is concerned, social deprivation was associated with a significant increase in repeated admissions rather than a higher proportion of patients being admitted. A Cox’s proportional hazards model was also performed in order to check that our findings were not influenced by any differential time to death in each depriva-
tion category and to adjust for age and sex. Table 3 shows that in this particular model of time to first hospitalisation, social deprivation was the only significant determinant, after adjustment for all factors. The risk ratio for cardiac hospitalisations for an increase of one category of social deprivation was 1.11 (95% CI 1.002 to 1.224).

Table 4 shows that it is only when the frusemide dose was > 160 mg/day that a significant increase occurred in either cardiac hospitalisations or in hospitalisations for any cause. This expected finding is reassuring and gives added confidence in the data. The impact on cardiac hospitalisations of going from 39 mg/day to > 160 mg/day (38% to 64%—a 68% increase) is only marginally greater than that of going from deprivation category 1–2 to 5–6 (26% to 40%—a 54% increase). Nevertheless, diuretic adherence did not appear to influence hospitalisations for any cause.

Figure 1 shows the wide range of values for patient adherence with their diuretic regimen. In fact, 24% of patients appeared to ingest < 80% of their prescribed diuretic regimen. A reasonable proportion of patients appeared to be “over adherent”, presumably because they replaced their tablets because they lost the previous supply. Neither age nor the absolute dose of diuretics prescribed influenced adherence with diuretic treatment, although the male patients had lower adherence rates (table 5).

Discussion

Our main finding is that social deprivation is independently associated with an increase in cardiac hospitalisations in those individuals who have previously had a myocardial infarc-
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Instead, the explanation probably lies in either patient behaviour, doctor behaviour, or a combination of both. With regard to patient behaviour, it could be that greater demand per unit of disease severity as a result of social deprivation reduces one’s ability to cope with stress. Alternatively, it could simply be that the socially deprived patient accesses medical care rather differently—that is, they may be more likely to attend the hospital emergency department than call their GP. It is unlikely that the socially deprived patient calls the doctor at a later stage in each CHF decompensation since there was no effect of social deprivation on the length of each hospital stay. Doctor behaviour is another possible explanation. For example, a GP may be more liable to hospitalise a socially deprived patient because the doctor perceives that the socially deprived patient has poorer understanding of how to manage and overcome a clinical deterioration without being admitted to hospital. Another possibility is that the extra disease burden in socially deprived areas leads GPs to either use less preventive measures (such as flu vaccination) or to lower their threshold for hospitalisation because they have less time for repeated home visits to problem patients.

Adherence to medication is notoriously difficult to measure. We assessed adherence by whether the patient had enough tablets in the house to cover the appropriate time period. In this way, we are really measuring each patient’s maximum possible level of adherence—that is, if the patient only had tablets available to cover 70% of the time, then this maximum possible level of adherence is 70%, but it could be less if they did not swallow all available tablets. For the same reason, our figure of 24% of patients ingesting < 80% of their medication really means that non-adherence could be > 24% but it is very unlikely for it to be < 24%. In our study, poor adherence was associated with being male rather than female but not with age, social deprivation, or diuretic dose. Since these data deal specifically with diuretic treatment, it is possible that diuretics caused more troublesome urinary symptoms in men than in women because of prostatism, leading to poorer adherence.

Diuretic adherence did not appear to influence hospitalisation. However, cross sectional data such as these are far from ideal as a means to examine this question since one might intuitively feel that a hospitalisation is likely to make a patient subsequently more adherent with their medication than they were before that admission, at least for a temporary period. Cross sectional data on adherence such as here would only produce a positive result if non-adherence was a very strong factor leading to hospitalisation. Our data can only be interpreted as saying that diuretic non-adherence is not an overwhelming reason for hospitalisation, but it could still be an important contributor. Our results leave open the possibility that non-adherence to diet, fluid restriction, or salt intake might still contribute.

In conclusion, social deprivation was associated with an increase in cardiac hospitalisations in CHF patients. This effect was independent of disease severity and of non-adherence with treatment. Understanding how social deprivation influences doctor and patient behaviour in the important prehospital phase is now crucial in order to reduce the amplifying effect that social deprivation has on cardiac hospitalisations. Our data also open up the possibility that increased surveillance of socially deprived CHF patients by GPs, nurse practitioners or outpatient departments might reduce their currently high rate of cardiac hospitalisations.

We thank all the doctors in Tayside over many years who contributed to the SMRI database.
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Traumatic aortopulmonary fistula: echocardiographic appearance

A 36 year old man was admitted to a district general hospital, following a stab wound to his chest, in a state of circulatory collapse. He was resuscitated during emergency surgery with control of profuse bleeding from the front of his pulmonary artery.

He was transferred to the regional cardiothoracic unit for postoperative care. The following day a continuous murmur was heard at the second left intercostal space. Transoesophageal echocardiography (left) demonstrated a traumatic aortopulmonary fistula (APF) just above the aortic valve close to the left main coronary artery (LMS). Colour Doppler (right) showed flow across the fistula (AO, aorta; RVOT, right ventricular outflow tract). He developed fulminant pulmonary oedema and underwent urgent reoperation 48 hours after the first operation. During cardiopulmonary bypass, the fistula was closed by simple suture to lacerations of the aorta and posterior main pulmonary artery. Injury to the pulmonary valve leaflets was not repaired but the entry wound in the pulmonary valve sinus was resutured. He made a good postoperative recovery and was discharged home one week later.

Dr Vincent Meenan is acknowledged for providing the transoesophageal echocardiogram.
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